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Abstract. Forthcoming advances in direct gravitational wave detection from kilohertz to nanohertz
frequencies have unique capabilities to detect signatures from or set meaningful constraints on
a wide range of new cosmological phenomena and new fundamental physics. A brief survey is
presented of the post-inflationary gravitational radiation backgrounds predicted in cosmologies that
include intense new classical sources such as first-order phase transitions, late-ending inflation, and
dynamically active mesoscopic extra dimensions. LISA will provide the most sensitive direct probes
of such phenomena near TeV energies or Terascale. LISA will also deeply probe the broadband
background, and possibly bursts, from loops of cosmic superstrings predicted to form in current
models of brane inflation.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, cosmology has converged on a “concordance” model that continues
to meet with remarkable success wherever new observational tests are introduced. The
direct data span a large dynamic range of structural scales, including power spectrum
probes over about a factor of 104 in linear comoving scale. The microwave background
spectrum and the products of cosmological nucleosynthesis confirm basic model as-
sumptions and microphysics back to the first fraction of a second of the Big Bang.
An important part of the standard scenario is inflation. The generic inflationary pre-
dictions of near global flatness and nearly scale-invariant, Gaussian fluctuations are well
confirmed by the data. We thus seem to have some direct information, on very large
comoving scales, dating from some very early time, prior to the Terascale (or TeV ener-
gies), when the Hubble length was less than about a millimeter and the Hubble time less
than a few picoseconds.
At the same time, advances in string theory have opened up a wide range of new
possibilities for the initial conditions and the behavior of the universe at early times.
Seven extra dimensions seem mandatory for consistency; they must be compactified,
or gravity must be localized by some other means; depending on the order of events,
these possibilities may require extensions to the usual framework of inflation based
on field theory in 3+1 dimensions. Initial conditions, and even apparently fundamental
parameters such as the shapes of effective potentials in the field theory Lagrangian, may
be strongly shaped by anthropic selection from a string-theory “landscape”, changing
the character of arguments about what is natural for inflationary scenarios. Branes of
various dimensionalities introduce new behavior not present in a system of fields in 3D
space, including new possibilities for inflation itself, for the generation of fluctuations,
and for new kinds of macroscopic defects such as cosmic superstrings.
Such a large range of new possibilities can be introduced because the observational
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tests of concordance cosmology cannot directly probe a very large swathe of early
cosmic history. Viewed in terms of logarithmic scales in energy space or cosmic scale
factor, the unexplored region of our past light cone greatly exceeds the explored region.
For example, information from particle content only survives from the decoupling of
the relevant species; for most dark matter candidates, this is well below a GeV in
temperature. The baryon content is a presumed relic of the pre-TeV period, which sets
the only firm lower limit on the end of inflation. And while it is likely true that the
largest-scale perturbations date from very early, many (possibly as many as about 27)
orders of magnitude of expansion before the end of inflation, the direct data on these
cover only a relatively brief period and a few orders of magnitude of comoving scale.
We have almost no direct data on what happened during about 30 orders of magnitude
of cosmic expansion; for almost all of this period, we do not even have solid theoretical
arguments to believe that we understand the dimensionality of space.
Advances in detection of high frequency gravitational waves are starting to provide a
way to explore observationally this very large range of scales, epochs and phenomena
not previously accessible. A new generation of ground-based detectors operating in
the sub-kilohertz band[1, 2], such as LIGO, GEO, and VIRGO, are now collecting
data at their design sensitivity, and will be significantly upgraded in the years ahead.
The space interferometer[3] LISA, operating in the millihertz band, will have its core
technology proven in a test flight in 2009 and will itself fly in about ten years. Pulsar
surveys are providing larger samples of clean pulsars for timing-based detection at
frequencies of inverse years to decades[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Together, these techniques are
maturing to the point where we will have cosmologically sensitive information over a
range of frequencies from kilohertz to nanohertz. Since gravitational waves penetrate
all of cosmic history at sub-Planckian densities, and even propagate some distance
into extra dimensions, these techniques will access directly many phenomena that are
currently hidden from view.
This brief survey represents an introduction and update; more detail on many of the
ideas presented here appear in earlier reviews and surveys[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Also,
since the emphasis is on classically-generated waves that might be directly detected
in the near future (and not on cosmic background techniques), inflationary quantum
perturbations are little discussed, even though they dominate calculations in the cos-
mological literature; direct detection of these waves might occur in the more distant
future[15, 16, 17, 18].
THE INVISIBLE AGES OF COSMIC HISTORY
An informative plot of all cosmic history is a “redshifted Hubble frequency diagram”,
shown in Figure 1. The inverse apparent horizon size at a scale factor a, or Hubble fre-
quency H = a˙/a, is redshifted today to a lower frequency, aH = a˙. We plot this observed
frequency as a function of a (in units where the current scale factor a0 = 1). Several sim-
ple scalings are: Λ or slow roll inflation corresponds to log a˙ ∝ loga; matter-dominated
evolution gives log a˙ ∝ −(loga)/2; radiation-dominated evolution gives log a˙ ∝ − loga.
A standard inflationary history with inflation at the GUT scale is shown as the uppermost
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FIGURE 1. Reshifted Hubble frequency a˙ as a function of cosmic scale factor a (both base-10 log
scales). Horizontal lines are shown indicating observable gravitational wave frequency bands: the current
Hubble frequency (CMB techniques), inverse years to decades (millisecond pulsar timing, MSP), milli-
hertz (LISA), one Hz ( the vision mission BBO, Big Bang Observer), and kilohertz (LIGO,VIRGO,GEO).
Heavy solid lines show a standard inflationary model that has expanded by about 27 orders of magnitude
since GUT scale inflation. Later-ending inflationary models are also shown, reheating at 107 TeV scale
energy ( f ≈ 103 Hz,H ≈ 10−25.5 sec) and 1 TeV scale ( f ≈ 10−4 Hz, H ≈ 10−11.5 sec). Shaded re-
gions correspond to accessible cosmological sources of gravitational waves: on the right branch, classical
sources such as defects, phase transitions, and brane displacement excitations; on the left branch, infla-
tionary quantum sources. Shaded region above the main lines shows the scale factor where light cosmic
superstrings (CS) emit most of their observed background energy at each frequency. Hatched regions show
the range covered by currently accessible cosmological data on CMB, large scale structure (LSS) and big
bang nucleosynthesis (BBN).
solid line. Inflation ending at much lower energy is shown as other solid lines. The upper
dashed lines show a reference universe that stays permanently radiation-dominated.[19]
For reference, note that a frequency of about 0.1 millihertz today corresponds to the
Terascale— a temperature of about 1TeV, and an apparent horizon size of about 1 mm:
f0 = a˙(t)≈ 10−4Hz (H(t)×1mm/c)1/2 ≈ 10−4Hz (T/1TeV) (1)
The cross-hatched regions show areas about which we currently have at least some
fairly direct data. At the lower right, we have the universe since nucleosynthesis; at
the lower left, standard GUT scale inflation mapping onto the CMB anisotropies. The
diagram has the virtue of expanding much intermediate history over a wide range of
scales. The figure can be regarded as applying to extra dimensions as well, very early
when these may be in play, as long as they can be described by a single scale factor.
Horizontal lines in this plot show constant observed frequency; the universe lines
cross these at observed Hubble frequencies in a given model; above this corresponds
to frequencies within the horizon (that is, less than H) at a given a. Lines are shown
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corresponding to frequency bands for ground-based interferometers, space-based inter-
ferometers, and pulsar timing techniques. The shaded regions correspond to areas where
directly observable cosmic gravitational wave backgrounds might be generated. Those
to the right of the peak correspond to classical processes; those to the left correspond to
quantum processes.
All the current probes revealing the character of relic structure— via CMB, large scale
structure, and quasar absorption— extend only four or five orders of magnitude up from
the bottom of the graph. Constraints on cosmic history from the CMB spectrum and
nucleosynthesis extend farther, back to weak decoupling. The formation of WIMP-type
dark matter and neutrino decoupling happen at about the same time, and axion dark
matter condenses at the QCD epoch. From earlier times, microscopic information tends
to be thermalized, apart from a few conserved quantities; indeed, perhaps even baryon
number does not survive from far above the Terascale. Events in the top two-thirds of the
figure, including most of cosmic expansion history (in log units), are currently invisible.
That allows for a very wide range of possible new physics.
Gravitational waves have the potential to open up much of this unexplored region to
direct observation. They will at least constrain models in a meaningful way, and may
reveal new sources of gravitational waves. There is a possibility of obtaining detailed
information about cosmic activity on mesoscopic scales, and about what physics was up
to during those “invisible ages”.
NEW CLASSICAL SOURCES OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
A schematic spectrum of the gravitational wave background is shown in figure 2. An
optimistic estimate of conventional inflationary waves is shown, saturating the current
upper limit on tensor/scalar ratio, little damping, and a relativistic equation of state.
The current limit on the tensor/scalar ratio limits these to about 10−10 of the CMB
energy density, but in many inflation models it is much less[15]; roughly speaking, the
metric perturbation on the horizon is of the order of the inflationary expansion rate in
Planck units. It is not that surprising that the backgrounds are weak, since the production
process corresponds to about a single graviton quantum per Hubble 4-volume during
inflation; the occupation numbers are still at best of the order of unity when they arrive
at our detectors. (However, note that there are less conventional versions of inflation,
particularly pre-big-bang scenarios, with quite different and sometimes quite intense
predicted spectra at high frequencies, again illustrating how much there is to learn from
the gravitational wave backgrounds; see for example[13, 20]).
The new classical sources discussed here are potentially much stronger in certain
ranges of frequency; the natural scale of energy density for these is the CMB density,
times inefficiency factors which are smaller than unity by a factor depending on powers
of the scale relative to the Hubble length. Note that LISA can detect backgrounds down
to about six orders of magnitude less energy than the relativistic plasma, so it can
detect sources with net gravitational radiation efficiency as small as about 10−6. More
explanation of various parts of this figure can be found in reviews and summaries cited
above; a more detailed discussion for LISA in particular, exploiting the use of Sagnac
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FIGURE 2. Overview of spectra of gravitational wave backgrounds from high redshift. The energy
density of gravitational waves per log frequency, in units of the critical density, is shown for inflationary
quantum (tensor) fluctuations, and for turbulent cosmic phase transitions at 1 TeV and 106 TeV (which
peak somewhat above the Hubble frequencies at those times since the largest scale motions are subhorizon
in scale). Relativistic motion close to the horizon scale can create classical backgrounds that approach
within a few orders of magnitude of the CMB energy density, and are far more intense than inflationary
quantum generation. Inflation is shown here for an optimistic large amplitude and flat spectrum, but
this neglects effects that might make it smaller: a dashed line shows the sign of effects of damping
or postinflationary modifications to the equation of state. CMB shows the possible region explored by
microwave background polarization.
calibration for extracting broad band backgrounds, is in[21].
phase transitions and relativistic turbulence
During an early first order phase transition, the universe “boils”– it nucleates bubble
of new phase, and the growth of bubbles converts internal energy (the latent heat of
transition) to relativistic flows on the nucleation scale. For a strong transition the sep-
aration between nucleated bubbles is macroscopically large, leading to flows that are
coherent on scales about one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the horizon size, a
dimensionless ratio which determines the characteristic peak frequency and radiation ef-
ficiency. The flows generate modestly relativistic bulk turbulent velocities and accelerate
fluid mass, leading to generation of gravitational waves. The kinetic energy dissipates to
smaller scales in a turbulent cascade, creating a power law of higher frequency radiation.
Gravitational wave spectra were estimated for QCD[22] and electroweak[23] phase
transitions during the 1980’s. These papers estimated basic parameters such the charac-
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FIGURE 3. A schematic background spectrum from a strong ≈TeV-scale phase transition, superim-
posed on a plot of LISA’s sensitivity to broadband backgrounds, from[21]. The upper axis shows the
energy scale (that is, roughly the fourth root of the mean energy density) corresponding to the redshifted
Hubble frequency. The sample background shown is not calculated exactly but is typical of estimated
spectra, showing how the shape of the spectrum falls off on each side of the characteristic frequency and
might be used as a diagnostic of the source. The lower boundaries of the shaded regions show roughly
where astrophysical backgrounds or instrument noise limit the measurements.
teristic frequency and intensity of the backgrounds, which depend mainly on the critical
temperature and the degree of supercooling (determined by the latent heat of transition
and the nucleation process, e.g. [24, 25]). Further work during the 1990’s down to the
present [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] made more detailed inroads into accurate
models of the spectra, although these are still not realistic or definitive, as one might
expect given the difficulties in understanding turbulent processes. Figure 3 shows an
enlarged view of the LISA band, with a typical peak frequency and amplitude shown.
Note the importance of understanding the astrophysical foregrounds in this frequency
range with similar confusion-limited spectra, especially galactic and extragalactic dwarf
binaries[36]; this will likely be the key limiting factor of the sensitivity to high redshift
transitions [37].
Progress has continued on theoretical understanding of the physics of the transition
itself.[38, 39] Recent interest is especially prompted by the approach of real data on
the Terascale soon to come from CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. LISA’s band is well
tuned to phase transitions at LHC scales since its peak sensitivity corresponds to about
a tenth of the horizon scale at 1 TeV. It has been proposed that the elecroweak transition
is responsible for the departure from equilibrium that brought about baryogenesis; these
scenarios could be directly confirmed by a LISA detection.
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dynamics of extra dimensions
String theory requires many extra dimensions. The sizes of the dimensions, their
shapes, and how they are stabilized are unknown. All we really know is that for string
theory to be right, the extra dimensions must be small, or their radii of curvature must
be small, so that they do not appear today in direct tests of the gravitational inverse-
square law at submillimeter scale[40]. (The scales probed by Standard Model fields are
of course much smaller than this, but they might be confined to a 3-brane living in a
larger dimensional space.)
Since it turns out the Hubble length at the Terascale is also about a millimeter, the cur-
rent threshold of ignorance happens to be about the same in the laboratory gravity, par-
ticle/field, and cosmological realms. Thus we find lab experiments, accelerator physics,
and LISA cosmology converging on the same new regime in very different ways. It is
even possible that new properties of gravity on this scale are related to cosmic dark
energy (whose energy density is about (0.1mm)−4).
The formation of extra stable dimensions introduces sources of free internal energy
that might be released coherently on a macroscopic scale.[41, 42] Moreover it introduces
another kind of mechanism for generating gravitational waves: motion and curvature of
our standard model brane in the extra dimensions. At the time of the localization of the
graviton by curving extra dimensions, the position of our brane might be a random vari-
able above the horizon/curvature scale, and in general, spatially inhomogeneous modes
would be excited by the Kibble mechanism. (Note that most braneworld scenarios con-
centrate instead on generation of quantum noise in an already-stabilized brane system;
see e.g. [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49])
Alternatively is also possible that the new scales are all much smaller than the Hubble
length when the stabilization occurs. In this case, the behavior of the extra dimensions
can be described by a scalar order parameter as a function of 3+1D position, and the
effect in 3+1D spacetime is similar to the phase transitions just discussed.
late inflationary reheating: the “loud big bang”
There is no mandatory reason to assign an extremely high redshift to inflation. Re-
heating ends as late as the Terascale in many scenarios (particularly those braneworlds
where the Planck scale is not far above the Terascale), and could have ended as late as
the QCD epoch or even electroweak decoupling without directly affecting current cos-
mological observables. If we are fortunate, it might have ended with enough classical
gravitational noise to be accessible to direct gravitational wave detection.
There is also no fundamental reason to assume a very quiet reheating. Inflation it-
self is an extraordinarily coherent behavior of a scalar field; reheating is a process that
eventually converts its internal potential energy into a thermal mix of relativistic parti-
cles. In many scenarios (especially “hybrid” ones), the conversion begins with macro-
scopically coherent but inhomogeneous motions that eventually cascade to microscopic
scales. Quantum coherent processes such as “preheating” transform into coherent classi-
cal motions which, like the phase transitions discussed above, generate backgrounds of
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the order of 10−3 of the thermal plasma density[50, 51, 52]. (As with those transitions,
the frequency of the background only matches the gravitational wave detectors if the
final activity of this type occurs well below the GUT scale). A closely related effect is
the formation of nonlinear horizon-scale domains in axion- or Higgs- like fields of very
low mass; in this case the field’s internal energy is converted not into radiation, but into
miniclusters of cosmic dark matter[53].
The spectra from the above three sources resemble each other: a broad peak around
a characteristic frequency, a power law tail at high frequency from the cascade, and a
steep rolloff at low frequency from causality (the redshifted Hubble frequency), since
low frequencies only come from small velocity flows which are inefficient radiators of
gravitational waves. The above examples show that LISA is positioned to detect direct
evidence of first-order phase transitions, or indeed any significant sharing of internal
energy in sub-horizon-scale bulk motions near and somewhat above the Terascale.
backgrounds and bursts from cosmic superstrings
Cosmic strings have been studied for many years as a possible new form of mass-
energy with new and distinctive astrophysical effects[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59] They were
originally conceived in field theory as defects caused by broken U(1) symmetries in
Yang-Mills theories. Recently they have re-emerged as possible quasi-stable structures
of fundamental string theory, sometimes called cosmic superstrings [60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66] that tend to arise naturally as U(1) symmetries are broken in models of brane
inflation [43, 44, 45, 46].
A tangled net of superstrings forms by a process of Kibble quenching after cosmolog-
ical inflation. The primordial net of long strings continually intersects with itself, spawn-
ing isolated, oscillating loops that ultimately radiate almost all of their energy into grav-
itational waves[57, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Although the fundamental physics differs widely
for different types of strings, their quantitative gravitational effects are mainly governed
by one fundamental parameter, the dimensionless mass per length or tension Gµ (in
Planck units with G = m−2Planck). Current limits on gravitational wave backgrounds (from
pulsar timing) already suggest that if superstrings exist, they must be so light that they
have no observable astrophysical effects other than their gravitational radiation.
Figure 4 shows predicted stochastic background spectra[72] from strings for various
values of Gµ . The current pulsar limits corresponding to Gµ ≈ 10−10 already signif-
icantly constrain brane cosmology, and LISA will probe beyond this limit by several
orders of magnitude, to Gµ ≈ 10−15. The spectrum from superstrings is clearly dis-
tinguishably different from that of phase transitions or any other predicted source: it is
nearly flat (in Ω units) over many decades at high frequencies, including the range where
LISA is likely to observe it.
There is a possibility, if the strings are not too much lighter than current limits, that
occasional distinctive bursts might be seen from nearby loops that happen to beam
gravitational waves in our direction from cusp catastrophes in the loop trajectory[72,
73, 74]. These rare events, if they are intense enough to stand out above the background,
are recognizable in principle from their universal waveform, which derives just from
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FIGURE 4. Predicted gravitational wave backgrounds from a population of superstring loops, and a
summary of foreground and instrument noise sources[72]. Broad band energy density is shown in units of
the critical density for h0 = 1, as a function of frequency, for a model where the typical size of newly
formed loops is a fraction α = 0.1 of the horizon. Radiation from loop populations at high redshift
(H) and present-day (P) is shown, labled by the value of log10(Gµ). Noise levels are shown for current
millisecond pulsar data (MSP), and the projected LISA sensitivity in maximum resolution and Sagnac
modes. Confusion noise is shown for massive black hole binaries (MBHB), the summed Galactic binary
population including binary white dwarfs (UB+WUMa+GCWDB+CV), and extragalactic populations
of white dwarfs (XGCWDB) and neutron stars (XGNSB). Dotted curves show the contributions of
z > 1 loops where they are subdominant to the P contributions. Current (MSP) sensitivity is at about
Gµ ≈ 10−10, and LISA will reach to around Gµ ≈ 10−15.
the geometry of the cusps. Approaching time δ t from the moment of the catastrophe,
in units given by the fundamental mode of the loop, the metric strain amplitude due to
radiation beamed from a cusp varies like h(δ t) ∝ δ t1/3, and is beamed within an angle
θ ∝ δ t1/3. (That is, if observed at angle θ from the beam direction, the cusp waveform
behavior is smoothed out at δ t < θ 3.) Although individual burst events, if detected, give
the clearest signature of a string source, the first detectable sign of a superstring loop
population is likely their integrated confusion-limited stochastic background[72].
While LISA’s upper limits will certainly provide interesting constraints and eliminate
classes of cosmological theories, the actual discovery of an identifiable superstring
background (and even better, possible but less likely, superstring bursts) would be a
direct observation of a stringy signature in nature. Measured properties would provide
insight into physics beyond field theory and classical general relativity, and into the
physics underlying cosmic inflation. Real data would go a long way to help shape the
rich mathematical insights of string theory into a model of the real world.
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